It is an open question whether this result can be improved to: a(A, B)<^R¿F-R&, as I suspect.
Continuing in this direction, the next reasonable class to consider appears to be the polycyclic groups. However, the results above rely on a description of the manner in which normal subgroups of a f.g. torsion-free nilpotent group intersect an arbitrary subgroup, and no such information about the structure of polycyclic groups is known as yet.
In the course of establishing the fact that a(A, B)<£R&r for A, B f.g. torsion-free nilpotent and nonabelian, Baumslag shows that a(A, B) contains a group which contains a non-Hopf group, and conjectures that o(A, B) itself always contains a non-Hopf group. We provide additional evidence for this conjecture below; before stating our result, however, some notation is required. Let \^M^A->A\M->\ Since Theorem 5 covers groups of abelian-by-finite type, it is pleasantly surprising that Theorem 6. oiA, B)<^R&for A, Be&st (Recall: si is the class of f.g. abelian groups).
The proposition which furnishes the key to Theorem 6 may be exploited in several ways : These groups are isomorphic to the direct product of Zp with a split extension of a free abelian rank 3 group by an infinite cycle, and are nilpotent of class 3.
Define H<A, K<Bas:
Then H^K^ZxZxZxZp, and we identify them via the isomorphism <p: H^>-K given by <pax = b\e, <pal = b2, <pa3 = ¿3, yd = e. Thus, e.g. löil = \a2\ = \a3\ ;\bx\ = \b2\ = \b3\. Now d$N so \d\ =p. Let n-\ax\; then n = nxps, (nx,p)=\. Interpret, for qeZ [q] = max{0,q); then \a2,\=nxpls-" and, usinga\ = b2 and |¿>i| = |e2|, \b\\=nxpu-2\
Now |¿í| = |¿>|| = |a3| = \ax\ =nxps and so we must have had ¿=0, or, (n,p)= 1. But then \b\e\=np^n = \ax\ which is an impossibility. Thus |*/| = 1, or, deN as claimed.
Proof of Theorem 4. We require the following rather technical (tG denoting the torsion portion of G) and we may apply the proposition above to nmp{rA, tB}. Now A is f.g. nilpotent, so tA is finite and therefore its holomorph is also finite. But then the g.f.p. 2 of the proposition is R1F as Theorem 1 is applicable. Thus we may map 2 onto a finite group G via a homomorphism 8, injective on the factors of 2. The composed map </,: nmp{rA, rB) -*■ G is therefore injective on the factors of nmp{r^, tB} and so Ker if, is free [6] . Thus nmp{rA, rB) e Q-P^RP.
Now
P\nmp{rA, rB} s P* = {A/tA * BjtB; 77/t77}, but A\tA, B/tB are torsion free and so Theorem 2 yields P ■ e^>R^; thus P £ R&-O • R&. If 77 is closed in A, B then tA = tH= tB so nmp{rA, tB} = t77 £ &, while 77/t77 is closed in A/tA, BjtB whence P* eRiF (Theorem 2 again), or, Pe&RF.
It is perhaps worthwhile to state explicitly the following Corollary. IfA, B are fg. nilpotent, a(A, B; tAUtBcz H) c R& R&.
As above, nmp{rA,rB} = rHe& so Pe^G-R^, and it suffices to show P-Q^RP. To this end, let G e !F • $. Now any extension by a free group splits, so there is a free subgroup R¿G, of finite index in G. Hence 7? has finitely many distinct conjugates, and so the normal subgroup F= f~)R°M O is again of finite index in G. But F^R, so is free; thus G e Q&cRß:
Proof of Proposition 1. In her paper Generalized free products with amalgamated subgroups, II [7] and as applied to g.f.p.'s with one amalgamated subgroup, Hanna
Neumann establishes the fact that every subgroup of a g.f.p. is again a g.f.p.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use With P={A * B; H} and G^P, a system of generators for G is constructed recursively: for each ordinal a, a set 0"=/t u y" is chosen, where the elements of 3~a generate a factor of G which is a subgroup of a conjugate of A or B while the elements of Sr°" generate factors of some other type. The amalgamated subgroups are all contained in conjugates of H. To establish (a), we trace Neumann's construction of the <P" to ensure firstly that $"" is empty for all a, and secondly that the factor generated by the elements of 9~a is a conjugate of M or N. Let G = nmp{M,N}; P = {A*B;H).
The <ba are selected as follows: Set $>o = G n H. Assume Off, has been chosen for all ordinals a <a and let K" = gp{w : w e <ba., a < a}.
If Ka^G, define i>ff as follows: let
(where l(w) denotes the length of w e P ; cf. [6] ). If, among the elements of length / in G -K" there is an element of the form u~xtu,teAuB,ueP (briefly, a transform) and in normal form as written, choose one such element and, with reference to it, set &"" = {u~xt'u : t', t in the same factor of P, u'xt'u e G} and ST. -(f: fe G-gp{K0, Ta), 1(f) = I, (f-xU-xtu) è I}.
If there is no transform of length / in G-K", set 3~" = 0 and choose any feG-Ka of minimal length /. Then define S"" = {g : g e G-Ka, 1(g) = /, l(g-xf) <; /}. In either case, 4>"=^ u 5^. We must show (i) V<7,^=0.
(ii) If u~xtue f" then gp{y"} = u-xMu or u-xNu if t e A or B. Now (ii) is obvious: gpi^,} is generated by conjugates of elements from A or B-for definiteness assume gp{^a} c u~1Au, some ueP.
We must verify u~xAuC\G = u~xMu.
But this is equivalent to Ar\G = M while p* = p/u = {A/M * B¡N; HI H O M} so A n G-M is empty, or, A n G^M, while apparently M^A n G.
To establish (i), we first note that every element of length ^ 1 in G is a transform (necessarily with u-1), so if /^ 1 then ^e=A n G or 77 n G. In this case fe G, 1 à l(f)=l^ /(/_10 implies that/is in the same factor of P as f and so/£ gp{K", S~0) : thus «5^=0.
Suppose l>\, let g£G-A;, g»fiia-ft with (te(A uB)-H and £" f,+1
from different factors of 7>. In the natural map P^-P*=P/G given by h>-> h>G, we have
and so £, £ A/77 u A/77 for some/ By passing to g"1 if necessary we may assume y^(/+l)/2. As A/77u/V77=(A/u N)H=HiM u TV), we may multiply £,_! or fi+1 by an element of 77 (if necessary) to achieve that ¿¡¡ e M u A/<=G. Put g=T?f with ií-í»---(íí-iíy+i)"-fi, f-ÍJW"«.
As £ e G, also t] e G; since /(?/)</, the minimal choice of / implies that r¡ e K". As g i Ka, it follows that ( $ K0 and so /(£) = /: this can only happen if j=\il+ !)• In this case f as written is a transform of length / in G-K", so 3~a is not empty; say u~xtue^c, ¡iu~1tu) = l. Now ,9¡, consists of elements g in G-gp{Ka, ¿T"} which satisfy lig~1u'1tu)^l. This last condition visibly implies that U"((x-• -fy-i)"1 and that £,, f are in the same factor of T3: so every g satisfying the last condition is in gp{Kc, ^"} and therefore Sfa is empty.
To establish (b) of our proposition, recall that the holomorph, Hol (A), of a group K is the set K x Aut (K) with product Then H^J with isomorphism given by m -+ n", ma ->■ niq.
Identify H with y accordingly and form P = {A* B; H(=J)}.
Then P is the required non-Hopf group: we establish this by exhibiting an epimorphism 6: P-+P with nontrivial kernel. To this end, define >p: KXK2 -*■ KXK2 by *k(*) = kp, <I>\k2 = idK2.
We claim <fi has a (unique) extension <^: M -> M. Choose a basis xx,...,xt for M such that xf».xj> form a basis for Kx and x^++i1vfi+1,..., xf>w¡ form a basis for K2 where h,¡ = h'((x1, ..., x¡). Proof of Theorem 6. In all of the following, the aim is always to reduce the problem to the case in which the amalgamated subgroup is finite and Baumslag's Theorem 1 is applicable. Formally, the situation we -shall obtain is that described by the hypotheses of the following proposition, essentially due to Baumslag and Theorem 1. But any w e P is a finite product of elements coming alternately from A and B, each of which may be excluded from Ker 0n for some n by (iii). Moreover, we can ensure that /P(w) = ¡Pni0nw) for n sufficiently large, as the image of any element of A-77 or B-H lies in A\An-HAn\An or B\Bn -HBn\Bn for n large enough by (iv). Thus P e RiRP) = R&. Proof of Theorem 7. Suppose that A e si -ÍF is not a strongly noncentral extension of a torsion-free abelian group. Then there exists M <¡ A with Mes/, A/Meâ nd gp{m, ma) cyclic for every me M, ae A. We may replace M by M|,<M>I to ensure that M is torsion-free. Note that, for m g M and root-free, ma=m±x; so this is the case for any element of a basis for M. Now for any subgroup N of M there is a basis mx,..., mK of M so that N has basis ffrfi,..., m'g, e^O and integral. Since the w¡ are root free, for all a e A we have (mfO" = mte>, In either case 9 is a well-defined homomorphism.
With p : D -> Z> defined similarly, it is clear that p and 8 agree on // and so may simultaneously be extended to an endomorphism ip:P->P. Now (p, K) = l so peM nlmifi-But therefore M^lmip as m = i/)(n) while M=gp{mc" : eeZ+}. for any sequence {¿"}n6Z+ of integers. This may be established directly or by an easy application of a result of Learner [5] , where it is in fact shown that we may choose rn=kn for some keZ + .
Let P={A * B; H}ea(A, B; cyclic). Utilizing Theorem 1 as usual, we may assume that His infinite: H=gp{x). Then {C"}neZ+, {7J>n}neZ+ form nested filtrations of A, B; the proof will be completed by showing that these satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2. The nontrivial part is to check that, e.g., fl Cn77=77.
From above, 77 n CnAiJrX=gp{xrs^}=H r\ Cn. Since HAfAi + JA\'At + 1 is finite, there exists to each g in Hnez* Cn77 an element hin H such that hge fl CB(77n44+i). 
